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Abstract
Iu thiti sf,ncl}~ Lhi~ ~~uctitiou iti ~~onsi~lcro~i how a far~ncr rh~iul~l :u~raugc f.hc
~lclivcrY of {;runp, uf purkcrs, takint; int.u accowd. I,haL cach t;roup cousisfs of
subgroups diffcriug iu growth rates, that the pork pricc varics with titne, and
t.hat the n~~xt. fatteniug roun~l c.~n nuly titatirt when :Lll ani~nals iu tbe cnrrenó
ruiunl Itave becu dclivered fiir slaughtering. 'I'he feecliug-regituc iti :~s.tiiuned to be
given, so the central question is how a farmer should react upon the variabilíty
of the pork price. For the solution of this problem a Markov decision model is
formulated. This model provides a system of critical prices for pork during the
periods in which the animals are slaughter-ripe. The comparison of the pork
price in a week with the critical level(s) holding for the current group of animals
can be of help to the farmer in making his decision whether he should sell a
subgroup or cornbination of subgroups, or proceed with fattening for another
period. By exploiting the special structure of the Markov decision problem the
optimal delivery strategy can be determined very efficiently. Some examples
are presented that show typical courses of the critical levels.
1 Introduction
In this study we deal with the problem at what times a farwer shonld sell a group
of aninialti to achicvo a rnaxitnal profit, taking into accotuit. t.hat thc anitnals tihow
different rates of growth, that the selling price varies with t,im~~, a,nd that the nc~xt
fattening round can only start when all animals in the current round have been
delivered for slaughtering. For convenience the investigation of this general problem
is restricted to the fattening of pigs.
(Dis)investment problems related to stocks of "living" commodities (for instance
cattle or crops) have been considered by Burt [1], Chavas, Kliebenstein and Cren-
shaw [2J, Feinerman and Siegel [3], Paarsch [4], and R,a.usser and Hochman (5], among
others. By solving a dynamic programming problem or an optimal control problem
they derive optimal feeding and selling strategies. In contrast with the present study
tliey restrict their attention to the situation with one growth function. Also, the
marketing strategy for the situation where the prices in two consecutive periods are
mutually dependent is elaborated in this study. However, no attention is paid to the
determination of an optímal feeding-regime.
Nowadays, the production of pork mostly takes place on specialized farms. Such
a farm has at its disposal a number of barns, which are divided into compartrnents.
The number of animals that can be placed in a compartment varies from a few tens
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to well over one hundred, depeuding on the sizc of the cotupart,rncut. )3ac;autie~ of
health considc:rations the so-called "all in-all out" systeni is nsually employecl for the
prodttction of pork. This system rneans that a cornpartn(ent is OCClrpled by yOllllg
pigs at one time, and that all these animals have to be dclivered bcfore thc ncxt
fattening round in tl)is compartment can start. The successive periods of fattening
are separated by a short period in which the compartment is cleaned thoroughly.
Wher) the young pigs are placed in a compartment, they all have much the same
weight. By a balanced feeding-regime the animals are then fattened during a certain
periocí, that is, until they have rcached a weight suitable for slaughtering. This
feeding-regime is carefully composed from earlier experiences and we suppose that it
cannot be changed by the farmer in order to influence the rates of growth. It usually
turns out that during the period of fattening the animals in one compartment show
a large variation in the growth rates, that is, in the weight gains per kg feed intake.
As a consequence, the animals reach a certain weight at different times. For our aim
it suífices to distinguish two groups: fast growers and slow growers. However, within
these groups there exist no differences in growth properties. As soon as an auimal
reaches a certain minimal weight, the farmer has the opportunity to sell it to the
slaughterhousc. Because of the differences in the weights and the meat qualities of
the supplied animals, the slaughterhouses usually do not use one single price but a
system of prices. The basic price is paid for an animal with a standard weight and
meat quality. Deviations from this standard are taken into account by means of a
system of bonuses and (penalty) discounts. In the present study we leave the aspect
of quality out of consideration, and we assume that the price per kg is the same for
all wcit;hts. Thiti pri(~a is not constant with retipect f,o t,i~nc bnt varic:ti from pcriod to
perio(i. In Keneral, the price in au arbitrary periocl is fotuul in a r(.titricted iuterval
arouud the pric(~ in the precediug perioci. Therefore we atisurue that the price~ of
pork in an arbitrary period is a stochastic variable, which only depends on the price
in the preceding period. The feed price and interest rate also show variability, but
this variability is of a much smaller order of magnitude than that of the pork price.
Therefore it is no restriction to regard the feed price and interest rate as deterministic.
The heterogeneity of the animals in one compartment together with the "all in-all
out" system and the stochastic behaviour of the pork price now in particular raises the
question whether it is profitable for the farmer to sell the animals in one compartment
at different times.
In this study a micro-economic model is formulated for the decision problem of
t.h~, Lirni(~r, :~iid ~i ni(~thud iti ]rr(~ti(~nt(~(i f.o solve this problem. A preliminary analysis
for Ilu~ c:utie t,lutt. Llic, purk price is (1(~terminititic and constaut with respect to time
is carriecí out in Sections 2 and 3. In Section 2 we restrict ourselves to a one-time
fattening rotmcí. Using a simple rnodcl a dclivcry arraugcurent that IllaXl[Tnles thc
net result is derived for both a homogeneous and a heterogeneous group. Thc situ-
ation in which the fattening rounds succeed each other uninterruptedly is discussed
in Section 3. In a similar way as in Section 2 an optirual delivery arrangc~rnent is
derived for both a homogeneous and a heterogeneous group. In Sc~ction 4 wc then
formulate a Markov decision model for the situation where the group of animals irr one
compartment is homogeneous, but the pork prices in successive periods are mutually
independent and identically distributed stochastic variables. By using this model the
optirnal delivery strategy can be readily determined. This determination boils down
to the computation of a critical value for the pork price in each possible period of
delivery. For realizations of the pork price above the (current) critical level all ani-
rnals are sold, whereas the sale is postponed for realizations below this critical level.
[3~. ntiing t,Lc Lec.ltuictuc~s clcvclopc~cl iu Sc~c~tiuu 4 wc clisc~uss in Sc~ction ~i ihc, sitn.4l,ion
tehcrc ouc~ c~utupartuu~ut contaius a hc~tc~rogc~uc~ous t;rottp uf auint~rls, tnailil,:Iiuiug thc~
assumption of tuutually incíepencíeut ancl identically clist,rilmtecl pork pria~s. Aftc,r
these preparations we are in a position to tiolve the nrain problern of thc present st,udy.
In Section 6 the optimal delivery strategy is determined for the situation where the
animals in one compartment are heterogeneous, the pork prices iu two successive pe-
riods are dependent, and the "all in-all out" system of production is pursued. For
rnodelling the dependence of the successive pork prices a first-order Markov scheme
is chosen. Finally, in Section 7 we indicate some ways the models discussed in this
st.ndy can bc~ extendecí.
2 Preliminary Analysis
~~'e. first consider the situation whcre once a group of N pigs is fattened, all pigs
having the same growth properties. At t.ime 0 the (young) pigs are purchased at a
price of pa per animal. At that time they all have the same starting weight, w(0). By
a balanced feeding-regime the animals are then fattened during a certain period. Here
we assume that this feeding-regime is given and cannot be changed by the farmer.
Denoting the feeding ration at time t by v,(t) - ddtr , the weight developrnent of a
porker at time t, w(t), is described by a growth function la, which is assumed to
depend on the weight of an animal and the feeding ration:
w(t) - h~w(t),u(t),t).
Nutc, t.hat ihc~ wc~igltt iti addc~d riti ~irgumont, beca.usc a p~t,rL of Lhc fc~ecling ratiou is
nc~c~clc~cl fur t he uta.iutenauce of t,he auimal. We assunte tha.t, thc, fnuct,iou ri(t.) is strictly
convcx and t,hc function ia(t) strictly concave, that is,
du(t) d2u(t) , fi
dt ~ ~' dt2 '
dw(t) d2w(t)
dt ~ ~' dt2 c 0.
Finally, the price of feed per kg, pu, and the price of pork per kg, p„ are assumed to
lt~~ t;ivc~u.
`1'li~~n tlii~ (~~~~~litit~, n~t;inii~ in },ivi~n, Llii, vn.rionti liriccs :Irc~ lixed .LUCI all attitnals in
~i ~;ruttlr t;ruw ~tc~curiliug tu Lhe satne growt,h f1lIICt10I1, thC {arIIICr OIIly needs to take
a decision with respect to the moment of delivery, T. His decision problem can be
formulated as follows:
T
max F(T) --Npa - Np„ f ~rc(t)e-`c dt, f N1,.,vi,(T) P.-iT'
~~ ~ D
(1)
where i stands for the interest rate by which expenses and revenues are discounted to
the starting moment. By choosing the moment of delivery according to problem (1)
the farmer maximizes the present value of the net profit frorn a one-time fattelling
round.
The first-order condition for an optimal delivery moment reads
ps dw(T)- pu du(T ) f ip,w(T).dT dT
(2)
A solution of this equatiou repreticuts a uraxiruum if
dzw(T) dzzc(T) dw(T)
7~s dTz - pu dTz - ipS ctT
G 0.
This cuudition is ti.rtisficd siuc~c~ thc~ fuuc~t,iuu v(i) iti tit.ric~l.ly ronvc~s ,rncl thc~ fnnc~-
tion w(t) strictly concave and monotonically increasing. ln other word5, the equa-
tion (2) possesses at most one solution and this solution determines a ma~cimum of
problem (1). The economic interpretation of expression (2) is simple. The deliv-
ery of the animals is optimal at that time where the marginal profit of delay of the
tiale, 7~.,d`~.~ , equals the marginal cost of delay, consisting of a marginal feeding cost,
~r„ ~~p,~ ~~. , ~ttrd an opportunity cost, in t:hc forru of intcrc~tit,, i.t~.y~ru(T). The uuiqnc tiulu-
tion of equat.ion (2), To, is callecl the optimal slaughter age or the optimal delivcry
moment.
After these preparations we now consider the situation where once a heteroge-
neous group of porkers is fattened. Heterogeneity means that the animals in one
compartment grow differently, that is, they differ in weight gains per kg feed intake.
For convenience it is assumed tha.t out of a total of N anirnals, a number of Nl grows
relatively fast and a number of Nz relatively slow. The increase in weight of a fast
grower is described by
wr (t) - hr (wl ( t), r~r ( t), t),
and that of a slow grower by
wz(t) - laz ~wz(t), ~z(t), t~,
where the starting weight of a fast grower is the same as that of a slow grower, that
is, wr(0) - wz(0). We assume that the functions wl(t) and wz(t) are both strictly
concave, while the functions ur (t) and iiz(t) are both strictly convex. By heterogeneity
within the group is meant that for all t 1 0,
~ir(t,) ~ 7cz(t) and ~ru~(t,) ~ wz(t). (3)
13c~causc~ only onc, ronucl of fattcuint;~ taketi pla.cc, su that, t hc "all in-all unt" rec}uirc~-
urent docs uot, iullucucc ihc dclivcry tirnes of thc two t;ruirps, wltich ~rre i.herefurc~
indepeudent of each other, the reasoning given above applic~s to buth groups sepa-
rately. The optimal slaughter age of the, fast growers is denoted by Tl and that of the
slow growers by Tz . Note that inequality (3) does not irnply that Ti G Tz . Because
unl}' xu arrangernent, in which thc fast, growers are delivered before the slow ones is
uf iiitc~rctit, it iti licuccforth ~wtisutncd f,Lat Ti c T2.
Denutc t hc uc~t lirofit frorn a uuc-t,iruc fattening rouud uf a hetcrogeneous group
uf porkers by !.'('1'i, Ïz). 'fhen the decision problern of the fartner can be describecí
by thc fulluwiug rnoclcL
Ti
mT2 F(Tr,Tz) --NPa - NrPu ~ ui(t)e-`r dt -t- N1P~wr(Ti)e-iT'
T2
- NzP,. f uz(t)e-'c dt f NzPswz(Tz)e-`T2
subject to Tl - Tz C 0. (4)
This nonlinear programming pmblem can be solvecí by rneaus of the Ku}ur-Tucker
conditions. To this end wc introciuce the Lagrangian iLStiOCtilte(l with the decisiou
problem (4), defined by
L(Tt,Tz, ~) - F(Ti,Tz) ~ ~(Tz - Tl).
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Necessary and also sufficient conditions for the determination of the maximum of the
programming probleru (4) ~tirc now given by the following system:
i. The solution has to be feasible:
Ti - TI G 0; (~~}
ii. The Lagrange multiplier has to be nonuegative:
~ j 0; (6}
iii. The procíuct of constraint and Lagrange inultiplier has to be zero:
~(T, - T~) - 0; (~)
iv. The first-order conditions for a maximum of the Lagrangian L(T1iT2,.~) with
respect to Tt and T2 have to be satisfied:
r7L(Ti , Ta, .~) - diii (Tc ) dwi (Ti )
~3T --NiPu
d7, P-sT' -r- N1P3 d7, e-'T'
i i i
- iN~1~.4ru~(Tt)r,-iT~ - .~ - 0,
i3L(I'i, rz,~) ducz(TI) -~~'1 rl~u~,(Ti) -~iz- -NII~~~ c. } NzT,~ c.871 dl1 rlT1
- iN2Pswz(Ts)c-,TZ ~-.~ - 0. (8)
After multiplying by e`T~, j - 1, 2, and substituting
dw~ (T~ ) du~ (T~ )
Ci(Ti) - ps d7, - pu d7, - iPswi(Ti), (9)
~ ~
the last conditions can be shortly represented as follows:
NiCi(Ti) - ~e'T' - fi,
N2C2(T2) -F ~e`T' - 0. (8~)
"1'hc~ ~~nnditions (ii) (8) are suíficient for the determination of the maximum of the pro-
~~r~cuuuing probleni (-!), because the function F(Ti,T2) is strictly concave, which can
be easily verified by using the assumptions concerning the functions ui (t), u2(t), wi (t)
and w2(t,). So the matrix of second-order partial derivatives of the function F(T1,T2)
is negative definite. A stationary point of the function F(T~,T2), therefore, represents
a global maximum and not only a local rnaxinmm. Obviously, the last statement also
holds for the Lagrangian L(Tc,T2i~), which implies the sufficiency of the conditions
(5)-(8) for the case ~ ~ 0.
The starting-point for the analysis of the system (5)- (8) is the complemcutary
slackness condition (7). When ~- 0, the first-order conditions (8') imply that
Ci (T~ )- C2 (T2 )- 0. The fast and the slow growers are then delivered at the
moments that they reach the optimal slaughter ages. For the fast growers this is the
rase at t.imc Ti and for tlic slow growers at time TZ , wherc T~ G TZ on account of
tJi~, ;uti,utuption niaclc~ below (3). For the case a) 0, and hence T~ - T2i the sys-




Figure 1: The moment TI2
implies T~ C Ti and thc second T1 ~ T.Z , which give a contradiction. Consequently,
on fattening a heterogeneous group of ~mimals oncr., a inaxiiuum profit is achievod
when each group is delivered at the optimal slaughter age. This couclusion is obvious,
because the decisions with respect to the delivery moments of the two groups may be
taken independently.
If the farmer decides to deliver not at two times but at one time, then the net
result is given by
T
F(T,T) - -NPa -pu f ~Nihi(t) f N2uz(t)~e-tedt0
f ~s~N,w~(T) -}- N2w2(T)~e-'T
This resiilt is maximal when the moment T is chosen such that the marginal cost of
delay of the sale of the fast growers equals the marginal profit of acceleration of the
delivery of the slow growers, that is,
-NiC,(T) - N2Ci(T).
The unique solution of this equation is denoted by T12. Owing to the propcrtics of
the functions Ci and C2 the optimal delivery moment T12 has to be found between
T~ and T2. (For an illustration see Figure 1.) If the fast and the slow growers are
deliverecí at one mornent, which differs from the optimal slaughter ages of both groups,
t,he net, resiilt is scnaller than with a two-tirne delivery. Without a further specification
of t,he t;~rowth fimctions and the fceding flmctions, however, it is impossible to derive a
reaclily iuterpretable cxpression for the loss in profit resulting from a one-time delivery.
3 Infinite Chain of Fattening Cycles
The preceding section has be.en concerned with the situation of one fattening cycle.
In this section we treat the situation where the fattening cycles suc.ceed each other
uninterruptedly. Of course, such a treatment is only meaningfiil if the net r~.tiiilt,
of each fattening round is nonnegative, which is hencefort,h .~ssume~d. Although thc
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length of the investment period is infinitc, so that it is possible to change the capacit;y
of the cornpartnrent in which the animals are fattened iu course of tiure, we kcep thiti
capacity constant for convenience. Again the farmer ha.~; to determine a deliverv
arrangement for a heterogeneous group of aninrals that maximizes the net restrlt.
We first consider the situation where the animals placed in a compartment have
the same growth properties. Moreover, we suppose that these growth properties do
not changc froin cyclc to cycle. Wit,h F(T) thc net result, frow au infinitc chaiu of
fattening cycles for one compartrnent,, t,he compartrnent continually being occupied
by a homogeneous group of animals, the opt,imal time of delivery in each cycle can
be determined by means of the following model:
~ T 1
max F(T) -~ e-i"T -Npa - Np„ f u(t)e-:c dt f Np,w(T) e-iT 1l
T n-p ~
-(1 - e-iT)-r NpQ - Npu jT u,(t)e-'c dt -~ Np,w(T)e-:T }.
Jo JJJ
(For the various notatíons we refcr to the preceding section.) The first-order condition
for the optimal tinre of delivery reads
~1 - e-iT)-iJ-Np„cfd(T )e-`T -f-NP,ddTT )e-iT - iNp,w(T)e-'T~
2 T l
- ie-~T(1 - e-iT)- -Npa - Npu r ~(t)e-ie dt -~- NP9w(T)e-'T r - 0.fo J
~fultiplying this condition by eiT ~1 - e-iT), N and denoting the net result per
fattening cycle per animal by ~r(T) we lrave ( compare Paarsch [4])
dw(T) - du(T) r
Ps d7, Pu d7, f iPsw(T) -f- i(1 - e-iT)- ~i(T). (10)
In comparison with the condition (2) for one fattening cycle the condition (10) pos-
isesses one additional term, namely i~l - e-iT) ~r(T). This term represents the
interest on the present value of the net profit per animal over all future cycles. The
economic interpretation of expression (10) is as follows. The time of delivery has to
be chosen such that the marginal profit of delay of the sale compensates for the extra
cnst of feed and also the loss of interest. The amount of interest forgone consists of
t~~.u coinponcuts, u~~mely the interest on the returns of the sale of the animals that are
fattcncd in thc current cycle and the interest on the present value of the net profit per
animal over all futirre cycles. Observe that we can also interpret the second interest
component a`s the (constant) net result per animal per unit of time. For, dc~noting
this net result by ~~, we have
T
~i(T) - f ~e-:e dt - ~~1 - e-iT),i.0
I3c~cause of the assumption that the net result per cycle is nonnegative, the total
u~~lrginal cost is here at least equal to that in the situation with one fattening cycle.
:1ti a cousc~c~uence, the optimal lengt,h of a fattening cycle for the situation with an
inlinitc niuulx~r of cycles, T', is at tnost equal to To, the optimal length with a
on~-time fattening cycle.
Wc. next proceed with the situation where the animals placed ín one compartment
have different growth properties. For simplicity we again distinguish only two classes:
fast yrowen attd slow t;ruwc~rti. ' 1'Itt~ n~ttnir~~tl ucttal.ittuti lia.vc I~t,cen int.r~ttliu~rtl iii I,hc~
preceding sci.tiuu. Thc dt~cisiun prublt~~u uf the farutcr fur t.hi~ hi,tcrut;cut~uu, tiit nal iuu
can be described b,y the following tnodel:
tuaxl'(T~,Tz) - (1i~, ~r., - (,-iTt) - ~1'(i,~{
T,
- N1Pu f ut (t)e-'t dt -~ NtPswt (Ti )e-i~',0
- NzP„ f uz(t)e-'~ dt -F NzPewz(Tz)e-iT20
TZ ~
subject to Tl - Tz c 0. (11)
The programming problem ( 11) can be solved in a similar way as problem (4). The
Lagrangian associated with the problem ( 11) is given by
L(T~, Tz, ~) - F(Ti, Tz) ~- ~(Tz - Tl).
The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for the nonlinear programming problem ( 11) now read
T, - Tl c 0; (12)
~ ~ 0; (13)
~(Ti - Tl) - 0; (lq)




- iNiPswt (Ti )e-1T' } - a - 0,
8L( aiTT2, ~) -(1 - P,-iT2)-1~-NzP„d
dTT




- ie-iTz ( 1 - e-iTs
2
l )- ~z(Ti,Ti) ~- a - 0. (15)
Here t;z(T1iTz) stands for the net result per fattening round. The conditions (12)-
(15) are necessary for an optimal solution of the problem ( 11). In general, the Kuhn-
Tucker condit.ions are not sufficient. The maximum of the problem ( 11), however,
can be readily determined by means of the conditions (12)- (15), as is shown below.
Multiplying the first relation of (15) by eiT' (1 - e-iTz) and the second relation by
e'T2(1 - e-iTz~, and using the substitutions Cl(Tl) and Cz(Tz), introduced in (9), we
obtain
NiCt(Tt) - .~r.i7~' ( 1 - e-iT2) - 0
t
NzC2(Tz) f aeiT' ~1 - e-iT,) - i(1 - e-fTa)- ~2(Tt,Tz). (15~)
We first consider the case ~- 0. The equations ( 15') then change into
N1Ct(Ti) - ~,
t
NzCz(Tz) - i(1 - e-iT,)- ~z(Ti, Tz). (16)
"1'hc cuuditiuus (1(i) arc I,hc satuc :L., thc~ c.uudil,iuns (2i') witli `- U("xc~("1~1. fur Lh(" :ul-
ii.z 1ditional term i(1 -e- ~~z(TI,T~). This term can be interpreted ~u the (cunstant)
net result per unit of time, as is explained above. The first condition of (16) is satisfied
if Tl - Tl , that is, in each cycle the fast growers are delivered at the optimal slaughter
age. From the second condition of (16) it is seen that the slow growers are delivered
at that time where the marginal result for the slow growers, NZCz(Tz), equals the net
iTz 1result per time unit for the two groups together, i(1 - e- ) l;z(TI,Tz). Because
of the assumption that the net result per cycle is nonnegative, the delivery of the
slow growers takes place before or at the optimal slaughter time T2 . If the (unique)
solLltion of the conditions (16) also satisfies the feasibility condition (12), that is, the
slow growers are not delivered before the fast growers, then this solution satisfies thf:
Kuhn-Tucke~r conditious (12) (15), ancl t1LUS represents a IIIaXI1I1R1 SO111t10I1 Of thC pro-
gramming problem (11). Iu the sequel wc clenotc. this maximal sohltion by (T~ , Zt ).
1u conclusion, the optimal deliver,y arrangement corresponding to ~- 0 satisfies
Ti -'l~ C T.l ~ T.1.
This result differs from that found for the situation with oI[e fattening round in that
respect that for ~z(Tl , TZ ) 1 0 the delivery of the slow growers is advanced to an
earlier time, and this advancement is more significant as the net result per unit of
time is greater. For ~z (Tl , T2 ) ) 0 the optirnal length of one fattening round in an
infinite chain is therefore shorter than Tz , the optimal length with a one-time fattening
roLLnd. Note that, if the net result per time unit is so large that Tz - T~ (- Ti ),
then both groups are delivered simultaneously at time Tl , the optimal slaughter age
of group 1 anilnals.
We now consider the case ~ 1 0. Since the constraint corresponding to prob-
lem (11) is active for this case we have TL - Tzi so that by taking TI - Tz - T in the
equations (15') and then eliminating a from the resulting equations we obtain
NLCI(T) ~ N2Cz(T) - -i(1 - e-iT)-I~z(T,T). (17)
Because the functious C~(T) aud Cz(T) are both InonotouicrLlly decreasing, the equa-
tion (17) possesses a unique solution T1z J 0. Additional inforn[ation concerning the
delivery time T1z can be obtained from the first relation of (15'), which reads with
Ti - Tz - Tiz,
N C. T` - ~r`T12 ( 1 - P-iT12~.i I( iz)
liy utiint; Lli:[I, I,lii" fiin(~I,iun ('i(7~) is iuuuutunic:Llly cl(~(~r~~:utiint; :LUd v:LUitihc~s fur '1'i ,
I,he optimal slaughter age of a fast grower, it follows that T1z G Ti . Relatiou (17)
can now be interpreted as follows. The delivery is optimal at that time where the
marginal profit of acceleration of the sale of all animals equals the net result per unit
of time. Consequently, for an infinite chain of fattening cycles with a continually
ILPterogeneous group the delivery of the fast and the slow growers at the same time
is also a possibility. Finally we note that the two cases ,~ - 0 and a J 0 lead to
mutually disjunct solutions, namely TZ ~ Tl - T; for a- 0 and T1z G T~ for .~ 1 0.
4 Markov Decision Model
Until now we have assumed that all prices remain constant in the course of time.
This assumption is not very realistic. In particular, the pork price may show quite
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some variability. In this section we consider the farming model in which the prices
of young pigs and feed, and also the rate of interest are constant, but the price of
pork at an arbitrary time is uncertain, or random. For couvenience it is assumed that
the pork price changes periocíically, s~iy every week, aucl iti governed hy a díscrr.te
probability distribution. In this and the following section we restrict ourselves to a
market in which the pork prices in successive periods are independent of each other
and identically distribut,ed. The more realistíc mocíel with dependent pork prices is
considered in Section 6. The price of pork in period t, denoted by Yr, possesses the
following probability distribution:
qj - Pr{Yr - y~}, (18)
where the possible prices are numbered iu a.5cerrding orcíc~r, ihat is, 0 c~~i c r~z c
... C y,,,. Because tho pricc~ of pork changes onl,y periodically, we fonnulate the
decision problem of the farmer not in continuous but in discrete time. At the start of
each period the farmer decides whether to sell animals in that period or not. During
each period the farmer has only one opportunity to sell animals. If animals are sold,
then they are removed from the compartment immediately, that is, at the beginning
of the period. In order to make the decision whether to sell or not, the farmer has
to know the weights of the animals and the current price of pork. We suppose that
only animals that possess a weight within a certain range, say 80-130 kg, can be sold.
Animals with a weight outside this range do not satisfy the quality requirements
imposed by the slaughterhouses, and hence yield no profit. If the weight of an animal
lies hetween thc minimal and the maximal allowablc wcight, then we call this animal
slaughter-ripe. The price of pork is clc~tennined by ext,raneous circnmstances, so the
farmer cannot influence this price by the quantity supplicd. Finally wc asstunc that
the successive cycles are separated by a week in which the compartment is made ready
for the next fattening round. The cost for the cleaning of the compartment is given
bY P~.
Before answering the question how the farmer has to arrange the delivery of a
heterogeneous group, we first derive the decision rule for the situation where the
animals have the same growth properties. When a compartment is empty and clean
at t.he beginning of a periocí, it is fillecí with N,young pigs at a price of 7~~i per animal.
The yottng~ pig~s have a starting agc of :r;~ wceks. By a balanccd fecding-regiine thc
animals are then fattened during a cuimber of weeks. An anirnal of age 1: receives a
fc,eclint; rat,iou of rr(a:), which must be purchased at a price of p„ per kg. Without
r~~,l.rir~l.int; Lhr t;rnerality wc assuurc I,hat thc growtlt process is discrete, that is, weight
iucrease5 occur oiily at, t,he end of a feeding week. The weight of an animal of age x
is denoted by w(z). Further we denote the minimal and maximal weight at which
an animal can be slaughtered by wm;,, and wm~, and the corresponding minimal and
maximal slaughter age by xm;,, and xm~. The relation between the age and the weight
of an animal is illustrated in Figure 2.
The total financial result is determined by the decisions that the farmer takes
in the successive weeks. In each week he decides whether to sell the animals or to
postpone the sale and carry on the fattening. We denote the decision taken in week t
by ac. In order to make the decision whether to sell or not, the farmer has to know
the weight of the animals and the price of pork. As long as the animals have not
reached the minimal slaughter weight the farmer has no choice but to proceed with
fattening. The farmer also has no choice if the animals are of such a weight that





.T,p .I:p~-I íCmin-I.Cmiu.7;mintl íl;max-~.T,max~rmaxfl
n,;,,
E'iburc 2: An ~x~tiuiplc ~~f thc wcight futictiu~i
this case the animals are sold immediately. In the other weeks the farmer can always
choose from two possibilities. He can decide to sell the animals at the current price or
he can decide to dispose of the animals in one of the coming weeks at the price valid
then but currently unknown. Such a sequence of decisions for the successive weeks is
called a strategy and denoted by the symbol ~r. By terminating each fattening cycle
at a suitable moment, that is, by choosing a suitable strategy, the farmer can realize
a maximal financial result.
For the determination of the optimal fattening strategy we make use of a Markov
decision model. In accordance with the terminology of this method we introduce the
ti~.rri~h~i.til.i~. ~~roc.~~tis {(X,. Y,), t- 0, 1, 2, ...}, where X~ stands for the age of an animal
and Y, for the price of pork in week t. The age varies from xp up to xm~ and the pork
price from yl up to y,,,. Suppose that in an arbitrary week the system is in state (~, y~)
and the farmer chooses action a. Then the farmer receives a reward r(x, y;; a) in that
week and the system changes into a new state (~, y~). The probability that such an
event occurs is denoted by Px,y;,i,y~ (a). If the farmer employs the strategy ~r, that is,
iii week t he chooses action a~, and the system is initially in state (~, y;), then the
expected total discounted return is given by
~
t
vR(~,y,) - En r(Xe, Yc~ ae)a
c-o
Xo-~,Yo-yi 1 ,
whem ~e stands for the weekly rate of discount. Note that Ex represents the condi-
t,ional expcctation, given that strategy ~r is employed. The farmer now attempts to
niaximize the expected total discounted return when starting with a new group of
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auimals and t,he initial pork prici~ is r~~~. Tltns t,he probletn faccd by the farntcr is to
find a strategy ~r' that Inaximizes ~i!„(s:o, y;), that is,
vx' (~o, yi) - max v,.(~o, yi).
To determine the strategy ~r' we apply the optimality principle of Bellman. This
principle states that when starting in state (~, yi) and taking action a there, one
cannot do better than following the optimal strategy starting from the new state.
In other words, if in any week the system is in state (.~, y;), then the expected total
discounted return from this week onwards is maximized by employing the strategy ~r'.
This argument leads to the following optimality equation (see Ross[6]):
vn'(~,yi)-IIláXST(T,yiin)~-CY ~ px,Fl:;i,yi((L)'lla.(~,yi)1, (19)
l (x~yi )
where the summation is over all possible states (T, yi).
For the dt~cisiou prultletn of t.lu~ GLrtner t,lte uptituality ecfn~tl,iou (1tJ) cau Ix~ speci-
fied as follows. If the animals are not yet slaughter-ripe, that is, xo c x G~m~,,, then
we have -
vx' (~, yi) --Npuu(x) -~ a~ 4iv~. (a -~ 1, yi).
i-I
If the animals have gained sufficient weight, then the farmer can decide to proceed
with fatteuing or he can decide to sell and start a new fattening round. So for
~xmin C ~ C ~max we haVe
m
v~-(-r, yi) - max -Npuu(x) f a~qivx. ( x -I- 1, yi),
i-I
~n
Nzu(x)zJi - 7~c - N7~n f Cr ~ q.
i-t
xw (~o, yi) 1 ,
where the first possibility cancels for s- xR,~, because anitnals of age a:,,,ax will
exceed the maximal slaughter weight ~ui,,,;,X by feeding them for aalother week (colnpare
Rausser and Hoclunan (5~). Hen~~c selling the anitnals is opt,iwal if
rn m
Nu~(:T.)Ji -~r - Npa f a~ qi t~n' (TO, ?li) ~-Npuu(~) f a ~ 9ivx' (~ f 1, yi),
i-~ j-1
~u t.li~~rt~ existti a. i~ritic~t.l value of t,he pork price for each age at which the animals can
bi~ dclivcrt~d. If iu a week thc animals have age ~ and the pork price is above the
i.orre,poncliut; critical level, thcn the animals are sold immediately, whereas the sale
is putitpuni~cl if t.he upposite is trtte.
5 Delivery Strategy for a Heterogeneous Group
In this section we cousider the question how the farmer should organize the delivery
in case the compartment contains a. (homogeneous) group of f~tist growers and a(hcr
mogeneous) group of slow growers. It is assumed that out of a total of N auilnals
placed in a compartment, a number of Nt grows relatively fast and a number of N2
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rc~latively slow. A fa.5t grower of age :r: rccciveti a feecíing ratiun of ~r~~(rr.) .cnd a sluw
grower of age ~ a fecding ration of ~ccz(:r,). The weight of .,, fautit grower of agc :x is
denoted by wl(x) and that of a slow grower of age ~ by wz(x). At the beginning
of each cycle all animals have the same weight, that is, wr(~o) - wz(xo). The fast
growers reach the minimal weight for which a positive pork price holds at the age of
:r; ;;;,, weeks, while thcy can be delivcrcd at latcst at, the age of .r.~;?x weeks. With thc
delivery of the slow growers the farmer can only start at a later age, namely at the age
of ~tm;n (7 x1m;~). At latest these animals leave the farm at the age of xmz~ O ~t~;~).
In the sequel it is assumed that ~ml~ ~~tm;,,, which is the most common configuration.
We again restrict ourselves to a market in which the pork prices in successive weeks
fortn a seqnence of independent and ideut.ically distributed stoch.,.vtic variables wit.l,
cornmon distribution q~, introducecl in (18).
In Sections 2 and 3 we have seen that each of the two groups within the heteroge-
neous livestock is delivered in its eutirety, usually at differerrt times for both groups.
Also for the farming model in which the price of pork varies from week to week each
of the two (homogeneous) groups is always sold in its entirety. For, if it is advanta-
geous to sell one animal from a homogeneous group in a certain week, then it is also
advantageous to sell the other animals from that group in this week, and nothing can
be gained by spreading the selling of the animals over several periods. Whether the
periods in which the two groups are sold differ from each other, cannot be said in
advance. Surely, onc would expect that the fa.5t growers are always delivered before
or at thc ti.Lruc t.inic ~,ti the slow t;ruwc~rti, l,ut this necd nut bc thc catic~. The fecdint;
aud wcight prugrctitics cuulci bc~ sucl, 1.hat iu fact, ihc ul,posit,c uccur:ti, for instaucc if
gruup 2 anirnals grow rclatively very slowly. Here we leavc t,his theoretical possibil-
ity out of consideration and we atisumc that the growth funct,ions and thc fec~diug
functions have such courses that the fast growers are never delivered after the slow
ones.
For the determination of the optimal delivery strategy for a heterogeneous group
of porkers we again formulate a Markov decision model. To this end we introduce
t.he stochastic process {(Xc, C~, Yc), t- 0, 1, 2, ...}, where X~ stands for the age of
an animal, CL for the composition of the livestock and Yt for the price of pork in
wc~ek t. The cornposition indicates whether both groups are, present (C~ - 12) or
whether only group 2 is present and group 1 is already sold (C~ - 2). Denote the
expected total discounted return by v~(x, c, y;), given that the farmer employs the
delivery strategy ~r and the system is initially in state (x, c, y,). The weekly rate of
diticu,n,t iti given liy cr. The farmer now attempts to find a strategy that maximizes
ii~(u;~, 12, yt). The optimality equations can be written down as follows (compare the
similar derivation given in the preceding section). We neecí to distinguish 4 different
cases:
i. If the animals are not yet slaughter-ripe, the farmer can only proceed with fatten-
ing. So for ~o G x G xtm;,, we have
m
v~(~, 12, yz) --NrPuui(~) - Nz7~,.u2(x) -I- a~q~v,~(x -~ 1, 12, y~).
~-r
ii. If the fast growcrs have gained sufficient weight but the slow growers are still too
li~Lt,, the farmer can choose betweeu two possibilities. He can decide to proceed
with t,hc fattcuing of both groups or he can decide to sell the fast growers and
proceed with t.he fatteuing of only the slow growers. His choice of course depends
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i t
UIl t,ÍIC ViLl1IC Uf t,ll(' pUl'lí pr1CC. ~U fl)1' a7min G.f' G:Cmiu W(` h.6Ve
rn
c~„(-':, 1`l,:V.) - uiax -N,p,~rc,(.c) - Nt?~,.~cl(:e) f rr~q~nA('c~ } l, 1~2, ~l.i)~
7-~
Niwi(~)y~ - NzP,.uz(x) f~~ qjvx(x ~- 1, 2, yj) J .j-1
If the fast growers are already sold while the slow growers are not yet slaughter-
ripe, the farmer must proceed with fattening the remaining animals. Hence for
(t) (z)
~min C ~ C ~min~
nt
vx(a~, 2,?It) - -Nt1~„c~z(J-) f cr ~ qjvR(a; f 1, 2,:yj).
i-~
iii. If both groups are slaughter-ripe, the farmer can choose from three possibilities.
He can proceed with fattening both groups, he can sell the fast growers and proc,eed




- max -Nipuui(~) - NzP,.uz(~) ~ a~ 9jvx(~ f 1, 12, yj),
j-1
m
Niwi(~)y~ - NzPuuz(x) -~ a~qjv,~(x f 1, 2, yj),
j-1
(Niwi(~) f Nzwz(~))yi - P~ - NPn f a~ 4jvx(xo, 12, yj) 1 ,j-1
where the first possibility cancels for x- x~l~, because the sale of the fast growers
can no longer be postponed.
iv. If t,hc~ f~Gtit t;ruwers arc~ alrea.cly sulcl ancl the sluw ~;rowc~rs ,ire sl~mghter-ripe, the
fa.rmcr can decidc to proceed with fattening on c~ can clecidc to sell. So for
T~nin ~:r C amáx WC have.
v~(x, 2, yt) - max{ -NzPuuz(~) ~ a~ qjvx(:c: ~- 1, 2, yj),
t j-1
m 1
Nz~tuz(Ír)y~ - P~ - NPa ~- a~ qjvx(xo, 12, yj)1l,
j-~
whcre uf c~oiu~sc thc first possibility cancels for x- xf„~.
From thc abovc: system of optimality equations it is easily seen that there exist three
critical levels for the pork price. The first level holds for only the fast growers at
each slaughter-ripe age and is denoted by yl(x). If in a week the animals have age x
and the pork price is above the critical level ryi (~), then the fast growers are sold
immediately. Whether the slow growers are also sold depeuds on the second critical
level, denoted by ry1z(x). This critical level holds for the two groups together at each
age at which both the fast and the slow growers are slaughter-ripe. If iu a week





both groups :tre suld immcdiaLc~ly. It. i~: ubvious th~tt ryi ~(.r-) ~ ry~ (a.). In c~zutir t.hc~fast growc~rs arc~ :tlrc~:td~~ solcl. t,ltc~ c1c~c~isiciu whc~thc~r to scJl t.lic~ rc,tn:tiuint; sluw t;ruw.c,t:tidc~pc~ncls ctu t.hc~ tliird c~ritic~:tl Ic~vc~L 'I'hiti c~rit.ic~al Ic,vrl liul~ls Gcr thc, sluw t;ruw~,rti :ttc~:tc~h slaut;htcr-ripc~ :tRc~ and is dcncited liv y.,(a:). l~'ur rc,a.lir:t.Liuns uf I,hc purk I~ric~cabove thc crit.ical lcvel ryl(.c), given t,L:tt, tl,c remaiuiug sluw t;rowct:ti havc at;c x, tltc,c~animals are sold immediately and a uew fattening round is started.
Several numerical methods are available for the computation of the critical lev-els yt(x), -Y1z(x) and ryz(x). The Markov decision problem formulated above can besolved by the value-iteration method, by the strategy-iteration method and by lin-ear programming. A detailed discussion of these methods can be found in Ross[6Jor Tijms[7]. For the present problem we have used the strategy-iteration method tocompute the optimal solution. In this method the special structure of the problemcan be exploited to reduce the system of linear equations to be solved in each iterationstep to a considerably smaller system of linear equations on only the (initial) states
(~t-o, ?li), i- 1, ..., 7iz, If :r:o G x;,~~,,, the resulting system can be further reduced to a(simple) linear equation, because the values vn(xo, 12, y,) with ~r an arbitrary strategydo not ciepend on i. The developed algorithm turns out to be very eH'icient.
To conclude this section we present a uumerical exarnple that gives sorne insightin t,he critical prices ~ts fcmctions of thc age. The exarnple concerns the followingtuodel:
N- 100, Nr - 40, Nz - 60, pn - 125, p„ - 0.45, p~ - 250, cx - 0.996;
y:-2f0.25(i-1), 9a-1~9, i-1,...,9;
x0 - 5, wmin - HO, 'lum~ - 130, .1;R,t~~ - 12, xml~ - 21, ~;m2in - 14, x~m~ - 27;
2ir(.x)-0.lxz-O.1xf10, xoGxcxmr~-1;
uz(x) - 0.05xz - 0.28x f 9.35, xp G x G x(m~ - 1,
~ul (x) --0.2:rz f 11.67x - 28.38, .ro C x G xmr~;
wz(x) - -0.13xz - 8.88x - 16.18, xo G x G x~zaX;
Note that the pork price is uniformly distributed on the equidistant points 2, 2.25,2.5, ..., 3.75, 4. In Figures 3 and 4 we display the numerical results obtained for thismodel. These typical results clearly illustrate the effects of the age on the criticalprices and need no further discussion. Worth mentioning is only that the numericalprocedure requires a total of 5 iterations and a total computation time of 3 seconds.
6 Dependent Pork Prices


































Figure 4: Critical price for only group 2
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wit.h y~ G y2 G.~. G y,,,. Furthcr wc atisutnc that thc transit,ion probabilitics are
independent of timc. Deuoting the pork pricc in week t, hy Y~,, it is ca`tiily scen tL~rt
thc~ proccsti { Y~, t - 0, 1. ...} coust,itntcti a Markov chain witL titationary trautiif.ion
probabilities. These transition probabilities are given by
9t; - Pr{Ytft - y; ~ Yc - yt}.
With the exception of the pork price, the model being considered in this section is
the same as that in the preceding section. Once again, the farmer wants to deter-
mirre a delivery strategy for a heterogeneous group of porkers that maximizes his net
result. To solve this problem we make use of a Markov decision model. Suppose
the farmer employs the strategy rr, which consists of a sequence of selling decisions
for the successive weeks. The decision in an arbitrary week ciepends on the cur-
rent state of the system described by the age of an animal, the composition of the
livestock and the pork price. The corresponding stochastic process is denoted by
{(Xt, C~, Yi), t- 0, 1, ...}. Starting with a new group of animals of heterogeneous
composition the farmer wants to maximize the present value of all future returns
discounted with a weekly rate of a. Denote the expected total discounted return
by v~(x, c, yt), given that the farmer employs the strategy ~r and the system is ini-
tially in state (~, c, yt). The optimality equations are derived in a similar way as in the
preceding section. Note that the introduction of dependence between the pork prices
in two successive weeks does not result in fundamental changes in the structure of
the system of optimality equations. For the four cases that need to be distinguished
within a cycle of ma.ximal length the optimality equations read:
i. If both groups are not yet slaughter-ripc~, the farrner can onl,y proceed with fat-
tening. So for :c~ G a; G x~m;,, we have
m
vn(~, i2, y:) --1VrPuur(~) - Nspuu2(x) f a~ 4t;v~(x -I- 1,12, y~).
;-r
ii. If the fast growers are slaughter-ripe but the slow growers not yet, the farmer
can proceed with fattening both groups or he can sell the fast growers and proceed
with fattening the slow growers. So for .r;tm;~ C~ G xim;~ we have
v~(~,12, yt) - rnax( -NrPu'ut (~) - Nzpuuz(~) f~~ 9t;v~(~ f 1, 12, y
l ;-,
Ntwt(~)y~ - NzP,.uz(~) ~ a~ 4t;vx(~ f 1, 2, y~)}.
;-t J
,
If the fast growers are already sold and the slow growers are not yet slaughter-
ri p e, the farmer must proceed with fattening the remaining animals. Hence for
, (~) (2)
.Cmin G : C G .T.min~
m




iii. If botli groups are slaughter-ripe, the farrner can proceed with fattening both
groups, or lte can sell the fast growers and proceed with fattening the slow growers,
18
„r Irr~ c'nrr ~r,ll I,r,t I~ ~,r~,~r~~ti. tirr fnr .r~'~~ ., ,~~„~
r~n ~~r ~ I ~, f~i ~
r~~~~. ~~r li;i~r,
in
tuax -Nrp„v,i(:r.) - N:7r,~wz(a:) ~- cr~rT~~vr~(:r f 1, 1'l,'N.i).
~-r
m
Ntwr(~)y~ - NzP,.vz(~) f~~ 4r~v~(~ f 1, 2, y~),
~-i
m ~
(Nrwr (~) ~ Nzw~(x)~ya - ~r; - NT'a f r~ ~9~~vA(xo,12, y~) ,
j-!
where the first possibilit,y cancels for ~- xm1~.
iv. If the fast growers are already sold and the slow growers are slaughter-ripe, the
farmer can proceed with fattening or he can sell. So for T(m~~ G 2 G~R,2áx we have
„~
v„(:r:, 2.?l:) - ruax -N.,Tr„v.l(:c) -t- rr ~ q~wx(a: -~ 1, `l, y~),
i-~
r,~ ~
Nz'rvz(T)?Ir - T~r - NNn ~- a ~~~~vA(~o, 12, yi)
~-r
where the first possibility cancels for x- xm2ax.
It is easily seen that the above svstem of optimality equations does not necessarily
result in critical levels for the pork price. However, delivery strategies to be employed
in practice should be based on a comparison of the current pork price with certain
critical levels. Therefore we restrict ourselves to delivery strategies of this form. The
critical prices are again denoted by y~(T), ry12(x) and ry2(~). For an interpretation of
these critical prices see the preceding section.
To conclude this section we present a numerical example that sheds some ad-
ditional light on the critical levels ryi(a:), ry1z(7:) ancí ryz(:r). The critical levels are
compnted by thr~ strategY-itr~ration rnr~thod (sec~ prr~r~edin~; sectiou). Note t,haf, in
cach it.crat,ioir stc~p wc nccd tu sulvc ;L sysl.cut of rrl, liuca.r cc~uat.ious, l~cr.antic t,lrc rc-
duction to a single línear equatiou is not possible for the urodel with cíependent pork
prices, because the values v~(:rp, 12, yt) now depend on i. The numerical exarnple
concerns the following model:
N- 100, Ni - 40, Nz - G0, P,, - 125, y„ - 0.45, p~ - 250, a - 0.996;






~o - 5, wmin - 80, wmax - 130, xR,l~r, - 12, xináx - 21, x(min - 14, x(rnáx - 27;
ul(~)-0.lxz-O.1xf10, ~pG2G~(máx-1~
u2(~) - 0.05~:2 - 0.28~ ~- 9.35, ~p C~ C xm2~ - 1;
wr (x) --0.2T2 -~ 11.67x - 28.38, a.p G x G xmr~x;
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Figure 5: Critical prices for the two groups together
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Figure 6: Critical price for only group 2
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ln I~it;tn~f~~: 5:tnd (i ~~r cli;l)lay' t.hc~ nttn,f~ric~:tl rc~tiult.s c)btait,c~d fur t.liis luc)flf~l. "I'hf~sf~
t~l)ifnl rf~tinlt, c~lf~;,rl~' ilbitil.ratr tl,r f~lff~f~l.ti f,f thf~ at;f~ fti, I,I,c, f~rit.ic~al Irrirc,, a.ucl uc,~~cl
uf, fnrllif~r flitif~ustiic,n. Nulf, tl,:fl, I,lif" niiinf~rical liruc~rolun~ t„ c~nttfl~utc, Iltf~ ulcl,ininl
titratet;y fc)r t his uiuclc~l rf~ytiircti :L Lut:ll uf ~i itc~rat.iunti :utfl a. tut:Ll Limc, uf '~ ,rc.uncl..
7 Conclusion
In this study we formulate a IVlarkov decision rnodel by which the optimal delivery
strategy for a heterogeneous group of porkers can be deterrnined. In formulating the
model it. is assumed that the feeding-regime is given and cannot be changed by the
farrner. For simplicity we restrict our attention to a group of porkers consisting of
two homogeneous subgroups, that is, the animals in each subgroup have the same
growth properties. The farmer starts a fattening round with only young pigs and he
does not fill the vacant places created by the selling of a subgroup until the current
round is terminated. Further it is assurned that only the pork price is random.
The model forlnulat,ed in this stucly applies to an indiviclual firm only. In contrast
with the sector as a whole such a firm cannot influence the pork price by the qualrtity
stll)I)liecl. The~ ceut.r.Ll clnc!st,iuu of t.his stncly is how ~L faruler striving a.ft,er ~L m~Lximal
(iuaucial resnlt. sl)ould react upon t1LC~ varial)ilit,y of th(! pork price in exploiting the
firm.
Tlle optitnal delivery strategy can be characterized liy a systeln of critical prices.
A critical price holds for a(homogeneous) group at a slaughter-ripe age or for a
combination of (homogeneous) groups at, a slaughter-ripe age. If in a week the pork
price exceeds the critical level for a group or a combination of groups, then it is worth
while to sell that group or combination of groups in this week. If on the other hand
the pork price lies below the critical level for a certain group, then the sale of this
group should hc~ postponed to a later time. So the critical prices can be characterized
as a micro-supply function.
~~'c~ h~LVC~ lrLicl uo at.tent.ion to thc possihility that by choosiug a suitable feeding-
regituc~ thf~ f.Lrtnf~r c'au iutln(~nc'c~ thf~ ~ac,it;ht prut;resties o1' Lhe allltllills wit.hiu CCI'LalIl
bcnntclti. Here it, is .LSSUIncd t,ha.t t.h(~ fc~edint;-ret;iutc is lixecl. "1'hc! tnot,iv:Lt,iun for this
is t.h:Lt. iu prac~t,ic~e t,he t~Lnuc~rti tt,nall~~ Gtllow t,he feeclint; sc.hentf!s that are :LClvisecl
Irv ugricultural cxperitnent stat.ions. However, by specdiut; up ur slowiug dowu the
tentpo of fca~cíing the farlner could anticipate a favourable or an unfavourable devel-
ui)lncut of thc 1)ork pricc. The possibilit.y of controlling the weight progresses by the
fec~dint;-regime can be iucludecí in the model by changing the state description to the
t.riltlc!t (u,i , u,,l, rl), where -ru; stands for t,hc! weight of group i aniulals for i- 1, 2, and
y~ fur t,hc~ cnrrc!nt lrricc! of pork, ancl by allowing for diíferent, feec}ing rations at each
a(~e.
In this study we distinguish two groups, namely fast and slow growers. It is as-
sumed t.hat all animals within a group show the same weight progress. The variability
tttat in reality occurs within a group is neglected. Without introducing additional
complications this variability can be taken into account by enlarging the number of
distinct groups. Of course, this generalization leads to a larger dimension of the
resulting Markov decision model. Also the fineness of the lattice that is used to char-
acterize the distribution of the pork price influences the dlrlleIlslOI1 of the Markov
decision model. In the application of the proposed model one has to decide upon tJ,e
number of different, prices.
~? Í
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